Scholar
the one stop shop for Stanford student school needs

save time
stress less
be free

simple to use
available via the app or online
integrated with info for all of your classes
automated reminders and agenda to help you manage your day at school

THINK 66 Section coming up at 12:15 PM
Zoom link here

Due date for THINK 66 Midterm postponed to next Monday. Yay!

Meet with advisor at 3:00 PM

You can do this!
What is this for?
Stanford students who are taking a heavy workload often find that they have to navigate an entire labyrinth of different websites and submission systems for their work. Sometimes, life gets busy and it is hard to keep up with all the different announcements from professors. All too often, hardworking students will fail to be notified of crucial information for assignments and suffer academically—they are being punished unfairly by a flawed Kafkaesque system.

The Scholar app uses its smart AI-powered algorithm to extract relevant and up-to-date information for all of your classes, presenting it in a simple-to-use format for you to keep track of your work.

What is the medium?
Scholar can be installed as a mobile or desktop application or be accessed online for students. The user interface prioritizes minimalism, displaying to the user the most critical information.

Who does this affect?
This application is designed mainly for Stanford students. By providing a simple uncluttered way of accessing all the most important class information, the Scholar app reduces student academic stress, giving students both the time and energy to shine without having to worry about the innumerable tiny details. The AI algorithm which underpins the app is guaranteed to give you all the information you really need from your classes.

How should users feel?
This app should feel liberating for users, especially students who have a lot of academic work on their hands. Students should feel that school is a place of learning and exploration and a place for intellectual flourishing, not a place of busy work. Scholar allows students to focus their mental energies on the important stuff.
User Manual for Class

1. Have all the most vital information for class, including class location and course materials in one spot. No need to navigate Canvas, class websites, GradeScope, EdStem, or other places for the information you really need.

2. The ask feature is an easy way to reach professors and TAs.

3. Up-to-date class specific info is sent right to you by an AI algorithm.

THINK 66

ATTEND  WATCH  READ  ASK

No section this Friday

Tutorial #3 next Friday, reminder to finish project proposal

Start the reading for next week
1. Use an AI generated homework interface for each of your assignments, including relevant content like course readings, up-to-date information, and options.
2. Minimalistic interface. Simple to use. All relevant information automatically brought to you in one place, allowing you to focus on the task at hand.
3. Feel that you are doing work, but not busywork.